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Abstract
To increase the efficiency of combined transportation, the supporting structure of flat wagon has been created. A feature of 

the wagon is that the sections have a low center of gravity. This solution allows for the transportation of oversized cargo on a flat 
wagon within the established dimensions. The design of this flat wagon can be used for the carriage of goods not only by main lines, 
but also in rail and water traffic when transported by rail ferries.

To ensure the safety of transportation of a flat wagon with containers on a railway ferry, their dynamic loading was determined.  
It is taken into account that a large-capacity container of 1AA standard size is placed on each section. The solution of the mathemati-
cal model was carried out in the MathCad software package. The resulting accelerations, as components of the dynamic load, were 
taken into account when determining the stability of a container on a flat wagon during transportation by a rail ferry. It was found 
that the stability of the container is ensured at tilt angles up to 25°.

A computer simulation of the dynamic loading of the supporting structure of an articulated flat wagon with containers 
during transportation by a railway ferry has been carried out. The calculation is implemented in the CosmosWorks software package 
using the finite element method. The fields of distribution of accelerations relative to the supporting structure of the flat wagon and 
containers are determined. The maximum percentage of discrepancy between the results of mathematical and computer simulation 
does not exceed 11 %.

The research carried out will contribute to the creation of innovative designs of flat wagons, as well as to increase the effi-
ciency of the operation of combined transport in international traffic.
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1. Introduction
The increase in foreign economic interstate relations necessitates the development of the 

transport industry. With the aim of integrating the transport industry into the system of internatio-
nal transport corridors, combined transport has become widespread.

It is known that one of the most promising and widespread transport systems is container 
shipping. Basically, containers are transported on flat wagons. For this purpose, flat wagons with  
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fittings with stops designed for fastening containers are most often used. However, due to the 
insufficient number of specialized flat wagons for transporting containers, the modernization of 
universal structures is being carried out.

To increase the efficiency of using flat wagons in traffic, it is possible to put into operation 
articulated flat wagons. The design of such flat wagons should ensure their versatility, that is, carry 
out the transportation of various types of cargo under different operating conditions. In addition, 
when designing new structures of flat wagons, it is necessary to take into account the loads that can 
act on them when transported as part of combined trains by rail ferries in communication. Another 
important area in the creation of flat wagons is the possibility of their use to ensure the civil defense 
of states (transporting military equipment, conducting fire, etc.).

The creation of such structures of flat wagons will help to increase not only the domestic 
economy, strengthen external relations in the transport services market, but also increase the de-
fense capability of states.

Currently, a wide variety of design features and technology for servicing flat wagons has 
been created.

An analysis of the structural features of a new generation flat wagon is given in [1]. The 
supporting structure of the flat wagon can be adjusted in length. This property of the wagon allows 
for the transportation of cargo of different sizes.

The design features of a flat wagon for transporting containers are highlighted in [2]. The 
flat wagon has a carrying capacity of 73 tons and can transport containers of standard size 1СС, 
1С, and 1СХ. However, these structures of flat wagons do not have the ability to transport oversized 
cargo in height.

Determination of the dynamic loading of the supporting structure of the wagon during 
transportation by rail ferry is carried out in [3, 4]. The presented mathematical and computer  
models, which take into account the movement of the wagon when the rail ferry rolls.

However, the issue of dynamic loading and strength of articulated flat wagons was not con-
sidered in these works.

The advantages of using magnesium alloys in the manufacture of load-bearing structures of 
wagons are highlighted in [5]. Prospects for the introduction of such materials in carriage building 
have been determined.

The authors indicated the features of the dynamic loading of wagons made of these mate-
rials under operating conditions.

Modeling the strength of the bearing structure of a long-base flat wagon is carried out in [6]. 
The finite element method was used as a calculation. The studies carried out have confirmed the 
feasibility of the decisions taken when designing the wagon.

Improvement of the supporting structure of a freight wagon is covered in [7]. The results 
of the calculation of the strength of the load-bearing structure of the wagon in the Lira software 
environment are given.

However, at the same time, the authors did not carry out mathematical modeling of the  
dynamic loading of the flat wagon, and when calculating the strength, the standard values of loads 
were taken into account.

Determination of the dynamic loading of vehicles during longitudinal impact is carried out 
in [8]. As an investigated parameter, accelerations are considered as components of a dynamic load.

The issue of dynamic loading of vehicles during transportation on a railway ferry was not 
considered in the work.

The aim of the article is to highlight the features of determining the dynamic loading of the 
supporting structure of an articulated flat wagon with a low center of gravity during transportation 
by sea, in particular on a rail ferry. To achieve this aim, the following objectives have been identified:

– to create a supporting structure of an articulated flat wagon with a low center of gravity;
– to carry out mathematical modeling of the process of dynamic loading of the supporting 

structure of a flat wagon on a ferry;
– to carry out computer simulation of the process of dynamic loading of the supporting 

structure of a flat wagon on a ferry.
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2. Creation of the supporting structure of an articulated flat wagon with a low center of gravity
To increase the efficiency of transportation of goods by rail, including military equipment 

in compliance with the established dimensions, it is proposed to introduce articulated flat wagons 
with a lowered center of gravity (Fig. 1). The supporting structure of the flat wagon consists of two 
sections, which are supported by three model 18–100 bogies.

The supporting structure is designed on the basis of a flat wagon model 13–401. Pivoted beam 
has box-section. The center and main longitudinal beams are made of I-beams. In the cantilever parts, 
the main longitudinal beams are reinforced with vertical sheets. Also, in the cantilever parts of the sec-
tions, braces are installed for partial unloading of the backbone girder when perceiving a shock load.

From the side of supporting the sections of the supporting structure on the middle trolley, 
the pivoted beam is replaced by an I-beam (Fig. 2). The interaction of the sections with each other 
is carried out using a conventional articulation device of the SAC-1 type.

The load-bearing structure of the flat wagon provides for the transportation of heavy con-
tainers. For this purpose, hinged fitting stops are installed in the console parts.

For fastening military equipment, the supporting structure of the flat wagon can be equipped 
with wheel stops and other multi-turn devices.

Fig. 1. An articulated flat wagon with a low center of gravity: a – in an empty state; b – loaded

Fig. 2. The supporting structure of an articulated flat wagon with a low center of gravity

In the middle of the sections, sectors are provided for placing military equipment with the 
possibility of conducting fire effects when the flat wagon moves relative to the main tracks.

3. Mathematical modeling of the process of dynamic loading of the supporting structure of a flat 
wagon on a ferry

To make it possible to transport a flat wagon as part of a combined train on a railway ferry, 
a mathematical model is compiled:
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where q F1 ≈ θ  – generalized coordinate, corresponds to the angular displacement around the lon-
gitudinal axis of the railway ferry; q W2 ≈ θ  – generalized coordinate, corresponds to angular dis-
placement around the longitudinal axis of the flat wagon; q C3 ≈ θ  – generalized coordinate, corre-
sponds to the angular displacement around the longitudinal axis of the container. The origin of the 
coordinate system is located at the center of mass of the rail ferry.

For rail ferry: D – weight water displacement; В – width; h – board height; Λθ – coefficient 
of resistance to vibrations; zg – coordinate of the center of gravity; ′pZP – wind load on the surface 
projection; F(t) – the law of the action of the force, which excites the movement of the railway ferry 
with the wagons placed on its decks.

For a flat wagon with containers: I fw
θ  – moment of inertia of the flat wagon; hfw – the height of 

the side surface of the flat wagon; ′pfw – wind load on the side surface of the flat wagon; MFW
D  – moment  

of forces arising between the flat wagon and the deck of the railway ferry during angular displace-
ments relative to the longitudinal axis; MFW

C  – moment of forces arising between the flat wagon 
and the containers during angular displacements relative to the longitudinal axis; IC

θ – moment of 
inertia of the container; hC – height of the side surface of the container; ′pC  – wind load on the side 
surface of the container; MC

FW  – moment of forces arising between the container and the flat wagon 
during angular displacements relative to the longitudinal axis.

The model takes into account the oscillations of the railway ferry about the longitudinal 
axis, that is, the roll [9]. At the same time, it was assumed that the roll is caused by the static effect 
of the wind on the surface projection of the railway ferry, determined by the method of S. Bla-
goveshchenskyi [10]:

 θ =
⋅

arctg
M

D h

r
,  (2)

where D – vessel water displacement; h – transverse metacentric height; Мr – roll moment.
The roll moment is determined:

 M F z
T

rm c= +




2

,  (3)

where F  – wind pressure on the lateral projection of the ship’s surface; zv – distance from the center 
of gravity of the vessel’s surface projection of the current waterline; T is the draft of the vessel.

The formula is used to determine the transverse metacentric height:

 h z zm g= − ,  (4)

where zm – transverse metacentre applicant.
The distance from the center of gravity of the surface of the vessel to the current waterline 

is calculated:
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where S1, S2, …, Sm – areas of the figures into which the lateral projection of the surface of the vessel 
is divided; z1, z2, …, zn – distance from the centers of gravity of the areas S of the acting waterline.
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Wind pressure on the lateral projection of the ship’s surface is determined:

 F f S= ⋅ ,  (6)

where f – wind pressure per unit surface area of the vessel.
For the Black Sea, f = 150 kg/m can be taken.
Taking into account the hydrometeorological data of the Black Sea water area and the tech-

nical characteristics of the «Heroi Shipki» type railway ferry, the roll angle was 12.2°. The calcula-
tions were carried out taking into account the use of the full carrying capacity of the railway ferry. 
It is taken into account that a 1AA container is placed on each section of the flat wagon.

Also, when determining accelerations as components of dynamic load acting on a flat wagon 
with containers, various angles of the sea wave in relation to the vessel’s hull were taken into account:
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The system of differential equations (1) was solved in the MathCad software package. Initial 
displacements and speeds are taken equal to zero [11–13].

The calculation results are shown in Fig. 3, 4.
The acceleration value is given without taking into account the horizontal component of 

the gravitational acceleration. The total acceleration acting on the supporting structure of the flat 
wagon is 3.47 m/s2, and on the container – 4.67 3.47 m/s2

Fig. 3. Acceleration acting on the supporting structure of a flat wagon

Fig. 4. Acceleration acting on the container
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The resulting accelerations were taken into account when determining the stability of the 
container equilibrium relative to the flat wagon frame.

In this case, the stability condition has the form:

 k
M

Mc
res

over
= ≥ 1,  (8)

where Мres – the value of the restoring moment; Mover – the value of the overturning moment.
The results of the calculations are shown in Table 1.

Table 1
The results of determining the equilibrium stability of the container relative to the frame of the flat wagon

Roll angle, degrees 5 10 15 20 25 30

Stability coefficient 3.5 2.3 1.6 1.25 1.05 0.8

Table 1 shows that the stability of the container is provided at tilt angles up to 25°.

3. Computer simulation of the dynamic loading process of the supporting structure of a flat 
wagon on a ferry

To determine the fields of distribution of accelerations relative to the supporting structure 
of a flat wagon with containers placed on it, a computer simulation is carried out. The calculation is 
carried out using the finite element method in the CosmosWorks software package [14–16].

When compiling the finite element model, isoparametric tetrahedrons are used. The optimal 
number of elements is determined by the graphic-analytical method [17–20]. The number of mesh 
elements is 1,589,028, nodes – 536,801. The maximum element size is 104.4 mm, the minimum – 
20.8 mm. The maximum aspect ratio of the elements is 413.49. The percentage of elements with an 
aspect ratio of less than three – 33.1, more than 10 – 19.8. The number of elements in a circle is 8. 
The ratio of increasing the size of an element is 1.6.

The design model of the supporting structure of a flat wagon is shown in Fig. 5. It is taken 
into account that the load-bearing structure of the flat wagon is subject to the vertical load from 
the gross weight of the containers Pv, as well as the load from the radar chain ties Pch. Since the 
chain ties have a spatial arrangement, the load that is transmitted through them to the supporting 
structure of the flat wagon is decomposed into components. The container is subjected to a verti-
cal-static load, as well as a wind ripple.

Fig. 5. Design model of the supporting structure of a flat wagon with containers

The fixing of the model is carried out in the zones of bearing on the carts and the working 
surfaces of the mechanical stop-jacks. Construction material – steel grade 09G2S.

The results of the calculations are shown in Fig. 6.
It has been established that the maximum container accelerations are concentrated in the 

upper corner parts along the central axis of symmetry of the flat wagon and are about 4.8 m/s2.  
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The maximum accelerations of the supporting structure of the flat wagon occur in the cantilever 
parts of the sections and amount to about 3.7 m/s2.

Fig. 6. Distribution of acceleration fields relative to the supporting structure  
of a flat wagon with containers

The percentage of disagreements between the results of mathematical and computer simu-
lation of the dynamic loading of a flatcar and containers are shown in Fig. 7. The calculations are 
given taking into account the comparisons of the acceleration of the flat wagon and the containers 
obtained for different roll angles of the railway ferry. In this case, the «♦» marker in the Fig. 7 de-
notes the results obtained for the flat wagon, and «▲» – for the container.

Fig. 7. Discrepancy between the results of mathematical and computer simulation of the dynamic 
loading of a flat wagon and containers

The calculations made allow to conclude that the maximum percentage of discrepancy bet-
ween the results of mathematical and computer simulation does not exceed 11 %.

4. Discussion of the results of the study of the dynamic loading of the supporting structure of 
the flat wagon

The refined dynamic loads of the bearing structure of an articulated flat wagon with low cen-
ter of gravity and containers placed on it during transportation by a railway ferry have been obtained.

For this, a mathematical model has been drawn up, given in Chapter 3. The model takes into 
account the angular displacements of the railway ferry around the longitudinal axis. It was found 
that the total value of acceleration acting on the supporting structure of the flat wagon is 3.47 m/s2, 
and on the container – 4.67 m/s2.

It is important to note that the above mathematical model does not take into account the 
shock action of waves on the surface projection of the railway ferry.

The admissible roll angle at which the stability of the container equilibrium relative to the 
flat wagon frame is ensured is determined.
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To confirm the results obtained mathematically, a computer simulation of the dynamic load-
ing of a flat wagon with containers during transportation by a railway ferry was carried out. The 
fields of distribution of accelerations relative to their structures are determined. It was found that 
the maximum acceleration occurs in the upper part of the container structure. The maximum acce-
leration of the flat wagon occurs in the cantilever parts of the frame. It was found that the maximum 
discrepancy between the results of mathematical and computer simulation does not exceed 11 %.

In further studies in this direction, it is necessary to conduct an experimental determination 
of the dynamic loading of the load-bearing structures of flat wagons with containers during trans-
portation on railway ferries.

The results obtained can contribute to the creation of recommendations for the safe trans-
portation of containers as part of combined trains on rail ferries. Also, studies have been carried 
out that can be useful developments and additions to regulatory documents covering the issues of 
dynamic loading and strength of wagons under operating conditions [21, 22].

5. Conclusions
The supporting structure of an articulated flat wagon with a low center of gravity has been 

created. The supporting structure of the flat wagon consists of two sections supported by three  
bogies. The presence of a lowered middle part allows transportation of oversized cargo on a flat 
wagon in compliance with the established dimensions. In the cantilever parts of the flat wagon, 
hinged fitting stops are installed for fastening containers. For fastening military equipment, the sup-
porting structure of the flat wagon can be equipped with wheel stops and other multi-turn devices.

To determine the dynamic loading of a flat wagon with containers, mathematical modeling 
was carried out. The maximum accelerations acting on the supporting structure of a flat wagon and 
a container during transportation by a railway ferry have been determined. The results obtained 
were taken into account when determining the stability of the container equilibrium. It has been 
established that the stability of the container is ensured at roll angles of the rail ferry up to 25°.

Computer simulation of the process of dynamic loading of the supporting structure of an artic-
ulated flat wagon during transportation on a railway ferry has been carried out. The calculations were 
performed using the CosmosWorks software package. It was found that the maximum percentage 
of discrepancy between the results of mathematical and computer simulation does not exceed 11 %.

The results obtained can contribute to the creation of recommendations for the design of 
combined transport vehicles.

Also, studies have been carried out to improve the safety of transportation of flat wagons 
with containers on railway ferries by sea and the efficiency of the functioning of combined trans-
port in international traffic.
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